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SANAKO Study 500

School administrators face heavy demands to bring new and

effective learning techniques into their classrooms to ensure high

achievement levels among their students. At the same time, they

must ensure that investments in new technologies match the

expected benefits.

SANAKO Study 500 is a software-based teaching solution that

combines the use of multimedia with a suite of essential classroom

management tools to help teachers deliver effective instruction

in any subject area. The standard software is designed to help

teachers engage students fully in classroom activities, using

multimedia sources and effective teaching tools to create a modern

learning environment that students will enjoy.

This innovative teaching system has been designed to work with

extension modules that will narrow the teaching focus on specific

subject areas. Study 500 is an easy and affordable means of bringing

students' digital world into the classroom, and of developing an

interactive, collaborative teaching style that is sure to yield results!

– Software Teaching with Multimedia

SANAKO Study 500
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A Modern Learning Environment
is now a Realistic Goal for All
Schools, in All Subject Areas

If you could create the ideal teaching environment, 
you'd probably ensure it would:
• Let you maximize your teaching time, and improve the quality of the time you spend with each student
• Make use of multimedia sources to add impact to your teaching
• Give all students many opportunities to learn in a stimulating environment
• Allow students to work without interruption even while you assist other learners
• Give students the opportunity to engage in meaningful interaction and collaboration in the classroom
• Offer students interesting exercises and a variety of program sources for learning
• Ensure that teachers maintained full control of student activities in a stimulating digital environment
• Grow with your changing needs
• Be bought for a price you could easily afford!

SANAKO Study 500 does all of this
– and more!

SANAKO'S AFFORDABLE AND INNOVATIVE

Students will also be excited about learning in a stimulating envi-

ronment that reflects the technologies used in their day-to-day lives:

multimedia sources, text messaging, chat features, and collaborative

groups. This is the software teaching environment that makes sense

for school administrators concerned about maximizing the benefits

of their investments, as the software is easily integrated into existing

IT classroom infrastructure, and requires no special installation

expertise – practically any teacher can install it!

Sanako Study 500 software enables teachers to make maximum

and effective use of multimedia in their teaching routines in every

subject area, from literature and languages to life sciences! The

combination of affordability and flexibility in the new modular

Sanako Study 500 makes it the ideal choice for institutions that

want to invest in an effective cross-curricular teaching solution.

Not only is Study 500 designed to deliver all the functionalities

needed for bringing new life to teaching and learning in a wide

range of subject areas, it also offers essential tools that allow

teachers to manage the multimedia classroom.
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SOLUTIONS FOR TEACHING WITH MULTIMEDIA

Most Popular among Students
Today's students are exposed to and often make use of a wide

variety of technological tools in their daily lives. Integrating some

of the tools that they commonly use outside of school hours,

Study 500 helps to create a more relaxed learning environment,

in which students are more open to discovery and instruction.

And typically, the use of multimedia and the Internet in learning

helps students develop their powers of research, and supports

the internalization and expression of new ideas and concepts,

which can then be presented in different ways using tools auch

as the Internet, and word processing and graphics programs.

Classroom Control Features
Important remote control features also give teachers confidence

that they are fully in control of this stimulating learning

environment, by allowing them to take command of students'

screens, control web browsing activities, monitor students' work,

launch files and applications for students, and even perform log

off and shutdown routines on student computers - thus removing

any potential delays in starting, conducting and ending the lesson,

and allowing teachers to make more effective use of their

instruction time.

Combined with the effective use of multimedia in coursework,

Study 500 gives teachers the tools they need to create a truly

collaborative environment in which learning and expression in

specific subject areas are so much easier.  Schools can maximize

the benefit they get from Study 500, because it's unbeatably priced,

and can be bought to accommodate just the required amount of

student positions; however it is easily modified to accommodate

even a large number of student positions.

Advanced Technology,
Easy Functionalities
Teaching in the Study 500 environment is based on a set of effective

preset learning activities, which can be utilized in the basic teaching

of any subject. The standard Study 500 teaching solution has been

defined to make teaching as effective and problem-free as possible,

and allows teachers to broadcast audio and video directly to

students, broadcast one student's screen to others in the classroom,

and to collaborate with all students.



SANAKO Educational Solutions
The Sanako family of educational products combines the best of

technology with outstanding sound quality to answer teachers'

needs in a variety of teaching environments, ranging from dedicated

language teaching labs, to virtual and multimedia classrooms and

classroom management tools. Sanako Study 500 is a modular

software solution suitable for teaching any subject with multimedia

resources in a PC classroom.

SANAKO in Brief
SANAKO Corporation is the new and unified brand that represents

40 years of experience in developing language teaching technology

as Tandberg Educational, Auditek, Teleste Educational, and Divace.

We are the global technology leader in producing high-end language

labs. With a customer base of over 16,000 institutions in more

than 100 countries around the world, our quality language teaching

solutions have been well known for their technological innovation,

flexibility, and scalability. Now Sanako brings its unbeatable expertise

into cross-curricular teaching with the new Study 500.
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High Technology from Finland

SANAKO Corporation
P.O. Box 41, FI-20741 Turku, Finland
Phone +358 2 2166 500 • Fax +358 2 2166 527
info@sanako.com
http://www.sanako.com

SANAKO User Club and Discussion Forum
http://members.sanako.com

KEY FEATURES FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING USING MULTIMEDIA

Flexible, Scaleable 
– No School will be Left Behind
Apart from the essential exercises available in the standard Study

500 solution, teachers and administrators are free to enhance this

multimedia classroom by easily installing additional modules*

which provide specialized functionalities for teaching in specific

subject areas, as and when needed.

* Extension modules will become available in autumn 2005. Please check with
your reseller for more information, or visit www.sanako.com

Lower Software Expenses
Apart from its low starting price, Sanako Study 500 helps schools

keep their teaching investments at affordable levels, since teachers

can use the practical screen transfer function to display the contents

of their monitors for the entire class. This means that all PCs in

the IT classroom don't need the specific software to view files the

teachers want to work with. Once the teacher PC has the software,

it opens up many options for engaging in varied classroom activities,

even if all the student PCs don't have the software – that's value

for money!

Jani


